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Abstract19

In this study, a mathematical model of the woman circulation during pregnancy is presented20

in order to investigate the hemodynamic response to the cardiovascular changes associated21

with each trimester of pregnancy. First, a preliminary lumped parameter model of the non-22

pregnant woman circulation was developed, including the heart, the systemic circulation with23

a specific block for the uterine district and the pulmonary circulation. The model was first24

tested at rest; then heart rate and vascular resistances were individually varied to verify the25

correct response to parameter alterations characterising pregnancy. In order to simulate26

hemodynamics during pregnancy at each trimester, the main changes applied to the model27

consisted in reducing vascular resistances, and simultaneously increasing heart rate and28

ventricular wall volumes. Overall, reasonable agreement was found between model outputs29

and in vivo data, with the trends of the cardiac hemodynamic quantities suggesting correct30

response of the heart model throughout pregnancy. Results were reported for uterine31

hemodynamics, with flow tracings resembling typical Doppler velocity waveforms at each32

stage, including pulsatility indexes. Such a model may be used to explore the changes that33

happen during pregnancy in women with cardiovascular diseases.34
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Abbreviations43

CO – cardiac output44

CVP – central venous pressure45

EDV – end-diastolic volume46

ESV – end-systolic volume47

HR – heart rate48

LB – lower body49

LPM – lumped parameter model50

LV – left ventricle51

MAP – mean aortic pressure52

PI – pulsatility index53

PVR – pulmonary vascular resistance54

RV – right ventricle55

SV – stroke volume56

SVR – systemic vascular resistance57

UB – upper body58
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Introduction59

Pregnancy is associated with physiologically significant but reversible changes in maternal60

hemodynamics and cardiac function in response to both foetal and maternal demands.61

Namely, maternal circulation needs to accommodate for an increase in blood volume to62

provide the nutrients and oxygen supply necessary for an optimal growth of the foetus63

through the placental circulatory system. In most women these demands are met without64

compromising the mother but they may prove to be a threat in mother with cardiovascular65

diseases. Conversely, if maternal hemodynamics do not change, adverse effects on the66

uteroplacental circulation can lead to foetal compromise. Therefore the maternal67

cardiovascular system must achieve a balance between foetal needs and maternal68

tolerance. Changes happen throughout the pregnancy: they begin as early as 4-5 weeks of69

gestation to facilitate the development of an optimal environment for the foetus to thrive, and70

tend to plateau during the second and early third trimesters [1]. Maternal adaptations differ71

according to the involved tissue or organ, and, due to the dynamic nature of pregnancy, the72

timing and degree of adaptation may vary between subjects. However, it is possible to73

distinguish common hemodynamic phenomena characterising each trimester of74

physiological pregnancies. Major changes include increase in blood volume, cardiac output,75

heart rate and oxygen consumption, decrease in systemic vascular resistance and alteration76

in distribution of blood flow favouring pregnant uterus, breasts and kidneys.77

Systemic vascular resistance (SVR) decreases in early pregnancy, reaching the minimum78

in the second trimester (-30% to -35% compared to values observed 3 to 6 months after79

delivery), and subsequently rising up to -20÷-27% [2,3]. This is due to systemic80

vasodilatation mediated by hormonal changes and the opening of the low resistance81

uteroplacental circulation. Plasma volume and red blood cell mass progressively increase82

until the beginning of the third trimester, when they start stabilising until delivery [4].83

Nevertheless, the larger increase in plasma volume with respect to the haematocrit is84

responsible for an approximately 10% decrease in total blood viscosity, facilitating diffusion85

across the placenta and avoiding thromboembolic risks for the mother. Besides86

haemodilution, peripheral arterial vasodilation is the main responsible for SVR reduction,87

which, in turn, activates compensatory homeostatic mechanisms allowing for the88

maintenance of arterial blood pressure. Namely, the heart rate (HR) increases from the first89

trimester, gradually reaching +20% in the third one. Similarly, the stroke volume (SV) rises90

in the first trimester to a maximum of around +30% in the second trimester without significant91

changes in the remaining weeks [5]. Consequently, the cardiac output (CO) begins to92
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increase at few weeks of gestation, continuing steadily and plateauing (around +40%) at 3293

weeks [5]. While the rise in CO is mainly caused by the increase in SV during the early94

stages, HR contributes the most in late pregnancy when SV is nearly constant.95

The vascular district showing the most significant flow increase is the uterine circulation,96

peaking at 10-20% of CO in the third trimester compared to about 1% in non-pregnant97

women [1,6]. Renal perfusion rises by more than 30% by mid-pregnancy, remaining98

constant until delivery. In addition, pulmonary blood flow rises throughout pregnancy, as a99

consequence of considerable reduction (about -30% at the end of the first stage and100

plateauing in the rest of gestation) in pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) [7,8].101

The physiological changes in preload and afterload of the heart, related to blood volume102

increase and peripheral vasodilation respectively, are accompanied by remodelling of all103

four cardiac chambers. Ventricles progressively increase in their diastolic dimension, while104

atria augment their average size, from the first trimester to the end of pregnancy. To sustain105

the increased workload, data suggest the two ventricles experience a rise in their wall106

thickness and mass with some debate on the entity [9–11]. Emerging MRI data indicate an107

increase reaching about +48% and +39% for the left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV),108

respectively, at late pregnancy [12].109

So far, plenty of clinical data has been collected for the analysis of such an intricate network110

of phenomena characterising pregnancy [2–5] and hypotheses on the physiological111

pathways have been advanced with no definitive answers. Most of the engineering studies112

has focused on the foetal circulation, especially on the placental gas exchange [13–17].113

However, no mathematical models have been developed to examine the effects of114

pregnancy on the maternal cardiovascular system. The present study aims to develop a115

mathematical model of the pregnant woman circulation, in order to investigate the116

hemodynamic response of the model to the cardiovascular changes associated with each117

trimester of pregnancy, and compare it with literature data. A deeper understanding of the118

hemodynamic changes in healthy pregnancies is mandatory to get to a better119

understanding, and therefore better management strategies, of pregnancies in mothers with120

pre-existing cardiovascular diseases or arisen complications.121

122

Materials and methods123

Mathematical modelling of the circulatory system during pregnancy was achieved through124

several consecutive steps. First, a lumped parameter model (LPM) of the circulation of a125

healthy non-pregnant woman was developed, based on literature models of adult male126
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circulations [18,19]. This was accomplished by adding a block representing the uterine127

circulation, and scaling the lumped parameters according to proper powers of the body128

weights ratio [20], assuming 75 kg body weight for the male model and 58 kg as129

representative of a 30-year-old woman body weight. The LPM included the heart, the upper130

body (UB) and lower body (LB) systemic circulations, and the pulmonary circulation (Fig. 1,131

top). Systemic and pulmonary districts included great vessels and peripheral vasculatures,132

which were divided into arterial-arteriolar, capillary and venous portions. Three-element133

models comprising a compliance, a linear resistance and an inertance represented the great134

vessels and the arterial-arteriolar portions of peripheral vasculatures, whereas blocks135

including one or more compliances and resistances were used for the capillary and venous136

portions of peripheral vasculatures and for the abdominal organs circulations. Heart valves137

were described by three-element models comprising an inertance, a linear resistance and a138

non-linear resistance, combined with a diode assuring unidirectional flow (Fig. 1, bottom).139

The resting state was simulated at a HR of 75 beats per minute (bpm). Then, the model was140

tested at increasing HR and varying vascular resistances in order to verify the response to141

parameter changes involved in pregnancy. After these procedures, model parameters were142

modified according to the circulatory scenarios characterising the physiology of each143

gestational phase, and the resulting hemodynamic quantities were evaluated. The LPM was144

implemented in Matlab® R2014b (The MathWorks, Inc.) using, as integration algorithm, the145

Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg of the 4th/5th order with variable time step ranging from 1e-6 s to 1e-146

3 s. For each model configuration, 30 cardiac cycles were simulated to assure periodicity of147

the solution, but only the last 3 cycles were used for calculation of time averaged values.148

The entire simulations required less than 2 minutes on an Intel® Core™ i7 (2.93 GHz)149

personal computer.150

Heart model151

The heart model was based on the single fibre approach, which directly relates the152

macroscopic biomechanical behaviour of the ventricular chamber to the microscopic153

mechanical properties of myocardial sarcomere, i.e. the contractile element of cardiac tissue154

[21,22]. The choice of the heart model for this study was driven by the limited number of155

parameters required by the single fibre model and by the use of parameters representing156

physical quantities that could be either based on experimental observations or derived from157

clinical data. Blood pressure within the chamber was derived by stress and strain along the158

myocardial fibre direction and those along the radial wall direction. Assuming the healthy159

cardiac chamber as a thick-walled sphere, its mechanical behaviour was approximated by160
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a single fibre due to the homogeneous distribution of stress and strain within the tissue. In161

this setting, the cavity pressure ܲ could be proportionally derived from the myocardial stress162

fusing anatomical data, i.e. the chamber volume ܸ and the wall volume ௪ܸ , as follows:163

164

ܲ =
ఙାଶఙ .(̅)

ଵାଷ/ೢ
(1)165

166

where ߪ is the fibre stress and ߪ .(ݎҧ) is the wall stress generated in the collagen matrix167

along the radial direction, at a representative radial position ҧenclosingݎ the chamber volume168

and one third of the wall volume. This position was previously introduced by Bovendeerd169

and colleagues [22] to evaluate the integral of ߪ . over the wall thickness, since it is spatially170

inhomogeneous. They used the above described approach to model only the left ventricle171

(LV), while a similar description was extended to the right ventricle (RV) by Cox et al., owing172

to the similar microscopic tissue properties between the two chambers [23]. In the present173

study, this approach was implemented for the two atria as well, by applying scaling factors174

that will be described further on.175

The total fibre stress ߪ is composed of an active stress (ߪ) and a passive stress component176

ߪ) .) generated in the collagen matrix along the fibre direction. ߪ is defined by three terms:177

a function of the sarcomere length ௦݈, a time-varying term and a function of the sarcomere178

shortening velocity ,௦ݒ as follows:179

180

)ߪ ௦݈,ݒ,ݐ௦) = [ܿ (݂ ௦݈)(ݐ)ܣℎ(ݒ௦)] (2)181

182

with ܿbeing a coefficient (0 ≤ ܿ≤ 1) able to simulate a reduction in contractility for values183

approaching 0. The function (݂ ௦݈) was based on that presented in [22] for the ascending184

tract of the curve, and inspired by the experimental findings obtained by Fabiato et al. [24]185

and Weiwad et al. [25] as regards the second tract of the curve (Fig. 2a). These studies186

detected a decrease in the force developed by skinned cardiac myocites for a sarcomere187

length over a threshold, ௦݈. ௫, and zero force at length = ௦݈.ௗ. Being ݂ ௫ = (݂ ௦݈. ௫), the188

definition of (݂ ௦݈) is the following:189

190

(݂ ௦݈) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 0����������������������������������݂݅ �݈௦≤ ௦݈.

݂ቀ
ೞି ೞ.ೌబ

ೞ.ೌିೞ.ೌబ
ቁ��������������������݂݅ �݈௦. < ௦݈≤ ௦݈. ௫

݂ ௫ቀ
ೞି ೞ. ೌೣ

ೞ. ೌೣିೞ.
+ 1ቁ��������������݂݅ �݈௦ > ௦݈. ௫

(3)191
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192

Time dependency was described by the periodic function (ݐ)ܣ with period equal to the193

cardiac cycle, ܶ, in two distinct ways for the ventricular ((ݐ)ܸܣ) and atrial ((ݐ)ܣܣ) chambers,194

respectively (Fig. 2b).195

(ݐ)ܸܣ = ቐ
ቈ0.5ቂ1 − cos�ቀ

ଶగ௧

ೡ்ೞ
ቁቃ

.

��݂݅ �0 ≤ >ݐ ௩ܶ௦

0��������������������������݂݅ �ܶ௩௦≤ >ݐ ܶ

(4)196

197

(ݐ)ܣܣ = ൝
0.5ቂ1 − ቀݏܿ

ଶగ(௧ା்ೌ ೞି ்ೡ)

்ೌ ೞ
ቁቃ����݂݅ �0 ≤ >ݐ ܶ௩ܶ��ݎ��− ܶ௦+ ܶ௩ ≤ >ݐ ܶ

0���������������������������݂݅ ��ܶ௩ ≤ >ݐ ܶ− ܶ௦+ ܶ௩

(5)198

199

௩ܶ௦ = ߙ ொ்ܶ is the duration of ventricular systole and is defined as a fraction ߙ of the duration200

of the QT wave indicating ventricular electrical activity on the electrocardiogram. Based on201

the relationship between ௩ܶ௦ and ܶ proposed by Avanzolini et al. [26], and using the202

polynomial function reported in [18] to calculate ொ்ܶ from ܶ, ߙ resulted about 1.1 at any HR203

value. ܶ௦ = ߚ ௩ܶ௦ is the duration of atrial systole while ܶ௩ = ܶߛ ௦− 0.05 is the overlap interval204

between (ݐ)ܸܣ and 205.(ݐ)ܣܣ

The third term in Equation 2, ℎ(ݒ௦), represents the viscous contribution of the fibre to the206

total active stress [22].207

The passive stress along the fibre direction ߪ . and along the radial direction ߪ . were208

defined as functions of the fibre stretch ratio ߣ and the radial stretch ratio ,ߣ respectively209

[22]. Considering the passive chamber at zero transmural pressure with volume ܸ210

(corresponding to a sarcomere length ௦݈) as the reference state, ߣ and ߣ could be211

approximated by volumetric ratios, as follows:212

213

ߣ =
ೞ

ೞబ
≈ ቀ

ାଵ ଷ⁄ ೢ

బାଵ ଷ⁄ ೢ
ቁ
ଵ
ଷൗ

and ߣ = ൫ߣ൯
ିଶ

(6)214

215

It is worth noting that, with such notation, ߣ represents the circumferential stretch ratio at216

the above mentioned radial position .ҧ[22]ݎ All the parameters used in Equations 2-6 are217

reported in Table 1 and Table 2. Additionally, scaling factors were applied to the active and218

passive stresses of the two atria in order to account for the different tissue contents of the219

atrial walls compared with those in the ventricular walls. Based on the percentages of muscle220

fibres and extra-cellular matrix of the atrial walls provided in [27] active and passive scaling221
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factors were derived, respectively, as ratios over the corresponding percentages of the LV222

wall, which is the heart chamber used as a reference for developing the single fibre223

approach. Values of 0.84 and 1.17 were utilised as the active and passive scaling factors,224

respectively, for the left atrium, whereas 0.81 and 1.19 for the right atrium.225

The chamber wall volumes used in this study (Tab. 2) were consistent with data collected226

from the literature [10,27–30]. Since reference volumes ܸ are not measurable in vivo, their227

values were tuned starting from the end-systolic (i.e. minimum) volumes (ESV) reported in228

the literature, in order to obtain pressure-volume loops consistent with the physiological229

range for a healthy woman [30,31].230

231

Systemic and pulmonary circulations models232

As per conventional clinical practice, the global vascular resistances of the model were233

calculated using the following formulas:234

235

ܸܵ ܴ =
ಲೀതതതതതതି ೃಲതതതതതത

ொೞതതതത
ܸܴܲ =

ುಲതതതതതതି ಽಲതതതതതത

ொതതതത
(7)236

237

where ܲை
തതതതത, ோܲ

തതതതത, ܲ
തതതതത and ܲ

തതതത are the time-averaged pressures in the aorta, right atrium,238

pulmonary arteries and left atrium, respectively, whereas ܳ௦തതതand ܳതതതതare the time-averaged239

flow rates in the systemic and pulmonary circulations, respectively (note that in a healthy240

subject ܳ௦തതത= ܳതതതത= ܱܥ i.e. the cardiac output). From the scaling procedure, the SVR and241

PVR resulted 17.4 WU and 1.63 WU, respectively (1 WU or Wood Unit = 1 mmHg/L*min =242

7.99 MPa/m3*s), in agreement with data reported in the literature [7,10]. The model layout243

was detailed to allow implementation of the hemodynamic changes due to pregnancy (Fig.244

1). Namely, the UB was divided between brain and arms, while the LB great vessels were245

subdivided into thoracic and abdominal portions to accommodate the abdominal organs,246

including the uterine circulation. The latter was based on a previously developed model of247

the uterine circulation in the third trimester [32], using the same percentage resistance248

distribution but scaling resistance values in order to have a uterine flow lower than 1% of249

CO [6]. Uterine compliance values were scaled as well, according to the relationship250

between compliances and resistances described in [19].251

Fine tuning of the systemic circulatory parameters was performed in order to reach a 30:70252

CO distribution to the UB and LB vasculatures [33], as well as a proper splitting among the253
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individual vascular districts and a mean aortic pressure (MAP) at rest of approximately 80254

mmHg.255

256

257

258

Models of the three stages of pregnancy259

In order to simulate maternal hemodynamics during pregnancy, clinical data were collected260

from the literature for each trimester as percentage variations from the reference state i.e.261

non-pregnant condition at rest [3,7–12,28]. It is worth noting that most of the studies262

considered the state at 3-to-6 months after delivery as the reference, since it is a reasonable263

span for hemodynamics to return to baseline, and that the ranges of variations within each264

investigated population might partly disagree between studies due to the different ages or265

different positions during measurement acquisition. Moreover, extensive data were not266

available for all the vascular districts e.g. the right ventricle, the atria, peripheral resistances267

and compliances other than those of the uterine vasculature, as well as for all trimesters (i.e.268

the first two stages have been less investigated so far compared to the third). In order to269

implement relevant information from collected data inside our model i.e. apply changes to270

global parameters, we either calculated average values, when available, or assumed them271

as reported in Table 3. Based on ventricular wall volumes in the non-pregnant condition,272

changes in LV ௪ܸ in all trimesters and RV ௪ܸ only in the third one, RV ௪ܸ values for the first273

and second stage were derived by assuming the ratio over LV ௪ܸ as approximately constant274

(≈ 0.2).275

Reductions of SVR were unevenly applied to the vascular districts in order to account for276

the unbalance in the flow rate distribution caused by the development of uteroplacental277

circulation and by selective vasodilation characterising pregnancy. Based on the information278

about the trends followed by flow distribution throughout systemic circulation and by cardiac279

volumes during each trimester [3,10–12,34–38], resistances of the uterine, renal, cerebral280

and intestinal districts were decreased accordingly, whereas volumes ܸ of the four heart281

chambers were increased by assumed percentages (Tab. 4). In addition, resistances of the282

remaining systemic districts were decreased by the same percentage with respect to the283

non-pregnant values (Tab. 4) in order to obtain the desired reductions in SVR (Tab. 3). Such284

changes were consistent with blood viscosity reduction and, for the first and second285

trimesters, might be ascribed to further vasodilatory effects. Within the individual systemic286

districts as well as in the pulmonary blocks, changes were evenly applied to the resistances287
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(i.e. arterial-arteriolar, capillary and venous), assuming that resistance ratios do not vary288

during pregnancy. The little information about changes in vascular distensibility found in the289

literature regarded the reduction in arterial stiffness and increase in venous tone, which both290

facilitate cardiac function by decreasing afterload on the one hand, and augmenting preload291

on the other. This allowed us to directly increase compliances of the aorta and major292

systemic arteries by +18%, +14% and +25%, while reducing venous compliances of the legs293

by -20%, -25% and -30% in the first, second and third trimester, respectively [28,35].294

However, for the other districts, the applied decreases in resistances were followed by295

corresponding growths in compliances and decreases in inertances [19].296

297

Results298

Non-pregnant model299

The model of the adult female circulation in the non-pregnant condition at rest showed mean300

values of hemodynamic quantities within the ranges reported in the literature (Tab. 5). Flow301

distribution throughout systemic circulation was also in agreement with available in vivo data302

(Tab. 5). In particular, the time-averaged uterine flow rate was 0.35 ml/s, with a pulsatility303

index (PI) of 1.63 being in the range of typical values observed in non-pregnant healthy304

women [6,39].305

Ventricular volumes and pressures reflected those reported for healthy subjects306

[9,12,29,30]: RV ESV and end-diastolic volumes (EDV) were higher than the respective LV307

values, resulting in the same SV (≈ 65 ml), while RV pressures were considerably lower (≈ 308

1/4) than LV pressures (Fig. 3).309

The model response to individual changes in SVR and PVR in terms of CO revealed roughly310

linear behaviours with a greater influence of the former compared to the latter for equal311

changes in resistances: 200% increase in either SVR or PVR resulted in CO reductions of312

about -50 % and -20%, respectively (Fig. 4, left). The trend exhibited by CO with increasing313

HR showed a plateau between 180 bpm and 220 bpm, followed by a significant drop (Fig.314

4, right). Conversely, SV showed a monotonic decrease with HR as depicted in Figure 4315

(right).316

317

Models of the three stages of pregnancy318

The model response to the hemodynamic modifications introduced to simulate pregnancy319

was evaluated for each trimester as percentage variation from the non-pregnant condition.320

Figure 5 shows the trends depicted by CO and SV along the three gestational stages. CO321
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increased significantly from the first (+28%) throughout the second trimester (+44%), nearly322

reaching a plateau at the end of gestation (+46%). The SV behaviour reflected the CO trend323

in the first two trimesters (+16% and +25%, respectively), but increased to lower extent in324

the third phase (+22%). These trends were in agreement with in vivo data collected from the325

literature [9–11,28,40], as illustrated by figure 5.326

Increases in the pulmonary and systemic flows were analogous to those of CO, with greater327

percentages related to the LB flow (+32%, +49% and +55% for the first, second and third328

trimester, respectively) compared to the UB flow (+18%, +29% and +22%). Pregnancy329

augmented flow rates perfusing all local vasculatures throughout all trimesters, except for330

flow in the legs, which reported slight increases (≤+10%) in the first two stages and a minor 331

decrease (>-3%) in the last stage. Uterine flow experienced the highest increase during the332

entire course of pregnancy, reaching 3%, 8% and 18% of CO in the first, second and third333

trimester, respectively. PI values were reduced to 1.13, 1.09 and 0.72 gradually at each334

trimester, as displayed by the time tracings of uterine artery flow (Fig. 6). Among the other335

vascular districts, kidneys showed the highest rise in flow, peaking at +80% in the first336

trimester and progressively decreasing to +50% in the third trimester.337

Both ventricle EDV did not vary considerably in the first trimester (<1% as absolute values),338

and increased in the last two up to +19% and +22% for LV and RV, respectively. The ESV339

values, instead, decreased in the first stage by -20% and -16% for LV and RV, respectively;340

afterwards they began rising up to +14% and +21% in the last stage. As a consequence,341

the trends of ventricular ejection fractions were described by an initial growth (+17%) which342

gradually dropped to non-pregnant values. Maximum atrial volumes increased from the first343

trimester up to +22% and +32% for the left and right atrium, respectively, in the last trimester.344

Finally, pressures were moderately stable, with changes lower than 10% (as absolute345

values) in the systemic circulation and 4% in the pulmonary vasculature (Tab. 6). Larger346

variations occurred in the central venous pressure (CVP), which increased to 5.8 mmHg in347

the first trimester and diminished to 4.1 mmHg in the last stage (Tab. 6).348

349

Discussion350

Pregnancy is characterised by several physiologic adaptations of the mother’s body in351

response to both foetal and maternal demands, possibly starting with peripheral vasodilation352

of systemic and pulmonary districts mediated by hormones and vasoactive molecules, and353

subsequently followed by observed increases in plasma volume, CO, HR and ventricular354

mass. Such mechanisms allow the mother to maintain adequate systemic and pulmonary355
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blood pressures ultimately to guarantee the correct regional perfusion including the newly356

developed uteroplacental circulation that supplies the growing foetus. These changes have357

been clinically described extensively but a complete and thorough understanding of the358

complex pathways involved (i.e. endocrine, autonomic, cytokines mediated) is still lacking.359

Moreover, despite the availability of clinical data, mathematical models have not been360

developed so far to include all these data in a consistent theoretical framework that allows361

one to examine the influence of pregnancy on maternal hemodynamics. This study presents362

a mathematical model of the pregnant woman circulation to evaluate its response to the363

cardiovascular changes associated with each gestational stage.364

An LPM of the non-pregnant woman circulation was developed as preliminary condition.365

First, the model was tested at rest (i.e. HR = 75 bpm), then by individually varying HR, SVR366

and PVR. Mean values of pressures, flows and ventricular volumes resulted in agreement367

with in vivo data (Tab. 5) [2,6,7,9,11,29,33]. In particular, the uterine flow exhibited time-368

average and PI values typical of non-pregnant women [6,39]. As expected, the influence of369

SVR on CO was proportionally greater than that exerted by PVR (Fig. 4, left), due to the370

ratio of about 10:1 between the two vascular resistances. Progressively increasing HR led371

to an initial increase in CO, followed by a plateau and a further drop (Fig. 4, right). In fact,372

CO depends not only on HR but also on SV, which conversely exhibited a monotonic373

decrease with HR (Fig. 4, right), as observed in vivo under electrical stimulation of the right374

atrium [41].375

Appropriate changes to HR, cardiac volumes ௪ܸ and ܸ, and LPM parameters (i.e.376

resistances, compliances and inertances) were introduced to simulate pregnancy, and the377

model response was evaluated as percentage variation from the non-pregnant condition.378

The trends followed by CO and SV throughout the simulated gestation were in agreement379

with in vivo data from literature [9,10,28], especially with the narrow ranges observed in the380

third trimester for both quantities [9,11,36,40] (Fig. 5). The lesser increase in SV in the third381

trimester (+22%) compared to the second trimester (+25%) reflected in vivo observations of382

the aortocaval compression exerted by the enlarged uterus [9]. Such phenomenon was383

taken into account in our model by imposing higher SVR in the third stage with respect to384

the previous one. As regards ventricular volumes, the resulting gradual increase in LV EDV385

replicated the trends reported by Katz et al. [34] and by Cong et al. [11]. Similarly, the RV386

EDV obtained for the third trimester was highly close to the only reference found for the RV387

(+22% vs. +24%) [12]. Contrary to the measurements performed by Cong and colleagues388

[11], the LV ESV diminished in the first trimester. In our model, this was due to an increase389
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in ventricular mass not accompanied by an immediate rise in EDV (nearly null), which390

instead was reported as +7% by the same authors. Consequently, the LV ejection fraction391

initially increased by 17% to reach non-pregnant values only at the end of gestation,392

whereas changes observed by Cong et al. did not exceed 3% during the whole pregnancy393

[11]. An extensive comparison with in vivo data was not possible for the atrial volumes, due394

to the lack of information from the literature. Nevertheless, two recent clinical studies395

reported similar growths of the maximum atrial volumes in the second and third trimesters396

[12,42]. Globally, cardiac hemodynamics results suggested a proper response of the heart397

model when applying known changes in HR and ventricular ௪ܸ (Tab. 3) and assumed values398

for ventricular and atrial ܸ (Tab. 4) for each stage.399

Concerning the flow distribution, higher increases involved the LB compared to the UB400

circulation through all stages, owing to the considerable rise in perfusion of the401

uteroplacental and renal districts, as well as of the intestine in the last two stages. Such402

behaviour was achieved by properly varying the impedances of the relative vasculatures.403

Major results were reported by uterine hemodynamics, being overall in agreement with in404

vivo data [43,44]. The massive increase in uterine blood flow obtained with the model405

contributed to a “steal” phenomenon to the detriment of flow in the legs, as observed in the406

external iliac artery by Palmer and colleagues [45]. The average uterine artery flow obtained407

for the third trimester (1.29 l/min) exceeded the range observed in the literature (0.75-0.97408

l/min) [44], as the flow value used for setting the uterine resistance in this trimester was409

measured from the uteroplacental circulation i.e. including the ovarian artery. The time410

tracings depicted by uterine artery flow (Fig. 6) resembled typical Doppler velocity411

waveforms in the uterine artery in the three gestational stages [46,47], with progressive412

decrease in pulsatility and disappearance of the diastolic notch. This was confirmed by PI413

values which were comparable with those reported by Tayyar et al. i.e. 1.6, 1.05 and 0.75414

in the first, second and third trimester, respectively [48], thus revealing proper setting of the415

model parameters.416

The trends followed by pressures (Tab. 6) generally reflected the literature data. In the417

second and third trimesters, MAP presented slightly higher values compared with the clinical418

counterpart (-5.3% and +9.3% vs. -13%÷-9% and -7%÷+4.5%, respectively) [3,7,34,49]. It419

is worth noting, however, that clinical ranges indicate high variability in such a quantity which420

may be ascribed to the different ages of the patients or positions (i.e. supine or left lateral421

recumbent) during measurement. Finally, CVP showed mild fluctuations around the non-422

pregnant value throughout gestation, first increasing by +25% and then decreasing to a423
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lower value (-12%). The few literature data collected for CVP during pregnancy seem in424

contrast with our results and between them: in one study significant changes were not425

registered at the third trimester [7], whereas, in another study, CVP in women in the last426

gestational phase was found to be much lower than that of non-pregnant or first-half427

pregnant women [50]. This might be due to the fact that pressure was measured in supine428

position causing compression of the inferior vena cava from the gravid uterus, thus reducing429

venous return and CVP.430

Limitations of the presented model were mainly due to the fact that changes affecting431

metabolism or body systems other than maternal circulation (e.g. lymphatic system, foetal432

circulation and exchange with maternal side) during pregnancy were neglected. Therefore,433

comparison of our results, deriving from mere hemodynamic effects, with clinical434

measurements might be undermined by such model defaults. Moreover, collected literature435

data themselves were sometimes lacking or discordant, impairing any possible elaborate436

discussion. In order to create a more accurate model of maternal physiology, it would be437

recommendable to implement the complex network of maternal and foetal systems, as well438

as to collect a full dataset from a sufficiently large cohort of healthy pregnant patients439

recruited before conception (i.e. reference condition) although ethical issues regarding440

studying healthy pregnancies limit the type of tests, and screening before conception makes441

recruitment more difficult. Nevertheless, this was not the scope of the study, since the442

present mathematical model was developed as a preliminary effort to merge clinical data443

into a framework enabling a consistent analysis of the influence of pregnancy on maternal444

hemodynamics. A better understanding of hemodynamics in normal pregnancies through445

modelling is crucial and will give us a more solid background when looking at how acquired446

or congenital cardiovascular diseases impact on outcome for both mother and baby in more447

complex pregnancy settings. For example, the effects of maternal hypertension, known as448

pre-eclampsia, on the foetal circulation may be suitably investigated using a sophisticated449

version of the LPM presented in this study. Although the exact causes of pre-eclampsia are450

unknown, it seems it is related to impaired placental growth and perfusion [51] which might451

be implemented in the model as an overall increased placental impedance. Another452

interesting issue to consider would be the presence of congenital heart diseases such as453

cyanotic defects in the mother, which remarkably affect blood and oxygen supply to the454

foetus. The circulatory layout of the current model may be appropriately modified to examine455

the influence of such complex pregnancy conditions, by focusing on the heart and integrating456

with a model of the oxygen exchange between maternal and foetal circulations. However, in457
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both cases the availability of thorough clinical datasets would be essential to build models458

which can accurately describe these phenomena.459

460

Conclusion461

In this study a mathematical model of the healthy pregnant woman circulation was462

developed to investigate the hemodynamic response to the cardiovascular changes463

associated with each gestational stage. Results were compared with clinical measurements464

taken from the literature to assess the goodness of the model in terms of variations of465

hemodynamic quantities with respect to the non-pregnant condition. Overall, reasonable466

agreement was found between model outputs and in vivo data, suggesting a good467

description of maternal physiology. In addition to simulating healthy pregnancy, such a468

model may have great potential to explore the abnormal changes associated to pre-existing469

maternal diseases (e.g. congenital heart defects) or concurrent cardiovascular470

complications (e.g. pre-eclampsia) affecting pregnant hemodynamics.471
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Table 1628

Parameters of the sarcomere629

Length (μm) Stress (kPa) Coefficients (-) 

௦݈ ௦݈. ௦݈. ௦݈. ௫ ௦݈.ௗ ݂ ܿ ߚ ߛ

1.83 1.5 2.0 2.3 2.7 55 1 0.7 0.5

630

631

Table 2632

Volumes of the heart chambers633

(ml) LV RV LA RA

௪ܸ 125 25 13.6 3

ܸ 50 63 20 30

LV = left ventricle; RV = right ventricle; LA = left634

atrium; RA = right atrium.635

636

637

Table 3638

Reference state parameters and changes applied to the model for each trimester of pregnancy639

Non-pregnant 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester

HR (bpm) 75 +10% +15% +20%

SVR (WU) 17.4 -30% -35% -27%

PVR (WU) 1.63 -30% -30% -30%

LV ௪ܸ (ml) 125 +10% +31% +45%

RV ௪ܸ (ml) 25 +6.6%* +25%* +30%

HR: heart rate; SVR/PVR: systemic/pulmonary vascular resistance; LV/RV ௪ܸ : left/right ventricle wall volume;640

bpm = beats per minute; 1WU = 1 mmHg/L*min = 7.99 MPa/m3*s. Changes were taken from the literature641

[2,3,8–12,28,49] and reported as percentages of the non-pregnant state parameters. Values with * were642

extrapolated from other clinical data.643

644

645
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Table 4646

Parameter changes from the non-pregnant state applied to the model for each trimester of pregnancy647

1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester

Uterine resistance -90% -96% -98%

Brain resistance -10% -17% -8%

Renal resistance -50% -45% -30%

Intestinal resistance
- arterial
- venous

-24%
-24%

-45%
-35%

-30%
-20%

Liver resistance -24% -26% -6%

Legs resistance -24% -26% -6%

Arms resistance -24% -26% -6%

Great vessels resistance -24% -26% -6%

LV ܸ 0% +15% +20%

RV ܸ 0% +20% +30%

LA ܸ 0% +20% +20%

RA ܸ 0% +30% +30%

LV/RV and LA/RA ܸ: left/right ventricle and left/right atrium volumes at zero transmural648
pressure.649

650

651
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Table 5652

Results of the non-pregnant model at rest653

Results Reference ranges

Systolic blood pressure (SBP) 114.9
104.2±10.7 [11]

123±11 [29]

Diastolic blood pressure (DBP) 68.1
64.4±8.0 [11]

72±8 [29]

Mean aortic pressure (MAP) 83.7
79.3±8.5 [11]

86.4±7.5 [7]

Central venous pressure 4.7
3.7±2.6 [7]

2÷6 [2]

Mean pulmonary artery pressure 19.9
15÷25 (S) [2]

8÷12 (ED) [2]

Cardiac output (CO) 4.8
4.3±0.9 [7]

4.9 [9]

Cerebral flow (%CO) 11.4% 12.9% [33]

Uterine flow (%CO) 0.44% <1% [6]

Renal flow (%CO) 17.4% 19.0% [33]

Intestinal and hepatic flow (%CO) 21.4% 24.1% (AO) [33]

Pressures are in (mmHg); CO is in (l/min). Mean aortic pressure is654
calculated as done in clinical practice (i.e. SBP/3 + DBP*2/3). S:655
systolic; ED: end-diastolic; AO: abdominal organs excluding kidneys.656

657

658

Table 6659

Pressure results of the three stages of pregnancy as % variations from the non-pregnant condition660

Pressures (mmHg) Non-pregnant 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester

Mean aortic pressure 83.7 -8.3% -5.3% +9.3%

Mean pulmonary artery pressure 19.9 -1.4% -4.0% -1.4%

Central venous pressure 4.7 +25% +14% -12%

661
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Figure captions662

Fig. 1 Schematic of the model. Colour-coded lumped parameter blocks are reported at the663

bottom. IVC: inferior vena cava; TH: thoracic; AB: abdominal. For the other acronyms,664

please refer to the list of abbreviations.665

Fig. 2 Myocardial fibre stress. Left: active component (݂ ௦݈) and passive stress ߪ . as666

functions of the sarcomere length ௦݈; (݂ ௦݈) is periodically modulated in time by ,(ݐ)ܣܣ for the667

atria, and ,(ݐ)ܸܣ for the ventricles (right). Time modulation is indicated by the arrows. ܶ௩:668

overlap interval between (ݐ)ܸܣ and(ݐ)ܣܣ�; ܶ: duration of cardiac cycle (i.e. period of 669(ݐ)ܸܣ

and(ݐ)ܣܣ�); ௩ܶ௦: duration of ventricular systole; ܶ௦: duration of atrial systole.670

Fig. 3 Pressure-volume loops of the left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV).671

Fig. 4 Non-pregnant model response to individual changes in model parameters: (left)672

cardiac output trends with varying systemic (SVR) and pulmonary (PVR) vascular673

resistances; (right) cardiac output (CO) and stroke volume (SV) trends with varying heart674

rate. SVR and PVR are reported as fractions of the respective values used in the non-675

pregnant model (i.e. unity on the x-axis).676

Fig. 5 Cardiac output (left) and stroke volume (right) at each trimester. The model results677

are represented with black circles connected by a line, while in vivo data are displayed with678

different grey symbols according to the corresponding references. Adjacent symbols refer679

to the same values. [9]; [3]; [28]; x [34]; [10]; [11]; ∆ [49].680

Fig. 6 Uterine artery flow in the first, second and third trimesters. Right: close-up of the first681

trimester flow shows the marked pulsatility and the diastolic notch (arrow).682

683
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